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Abstract: A collection of ephemera and publications pertaining to Orange County nature reserves, wildlife and environmental efforts collected by the Natural Communities Coalition. The collection also includes over six-hundred slides and a birder’s diary belonging to amateur photographer Russell E. Wilson.

Language of Material: English.

Access

The collection has not been processed but is open for research. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.

Publication Rights

Property rights reside with the University of California. Copyrights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to reproduce or to publish, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.

Preferred Citation

Natural Communities Coalition collection. MS.R.185. Special Collections and Archives, The UC Irvine Libraries, Irvine, California. [Date accessed].

Acquisition Information

Gifted by Milan Mitrovich of the NCC.

Collection Scope and Content Summary

A collection of ephemera and publications pertaining to Orange County nature reserves, wildlife and environmental efforts collected by the Natural Communities Coalition. Includes wildlife guides, nature reserve and trail brochures and fundraising pamphlets. The collection also includes over six-hundred slides and a birder’s diary belonging to amateur photographer Russell E. Wilson who photographed birds throughout California, Arizona, Texas, Florida and Canada between the 1940s and 1960s.
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